DIRECT FILL SYSTEM™
GO DIRECT - RETROFIT ANY MULTI-HEAD MACHINE

RETROFIT ALL YOUR EXISTING FILLING MACHINES
$ Increase Fill Rate by 30%
$ Reduce Cleaning Media by 60%
$ Clean Up in Half the Time

- Patented Flush-Fill System allows more machine run time
- A balanced flow offers Faster Fill Rates
- Fewer wetted parts provide Greater Batch Yields
- Gravity Head Pressure eliminates splattering
- Reduce clean up and change over times by 50%
- Reduce the amount of cleaning media required to clean the machine by 50%
- Reduce the creation of hazardous waste by 50%
- Reduce value maintenance
- Available in single or multiple head configurations

ALL APPLICATIONS
- Adhesives
- Chemicals
- Coatings
- Foods
- Inks
- Paints
- Lubricants
- Pharmaceuticals

All machines shown may be covered by one or more of the following Patents: #5,505,233, #5,823,406, #6,148,877, & #6,595,250
DIRECT FILL SYSTEM™
MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT WITH THE DFS™
GO GREEN-RETROFIT ANY MACHINE

Two Head Module

AE2-CNM

Four Head Module

AE4-CNM

- Patented flush-fill system allows more machine run time
- A balanced flow offers faster fill rates
- Fewer wetted parts provide greater batch yields
- Gravity head pressure eliminates splattering
- Reduce clean up and change over times by 50%

- Reduce the amount of cleaning media required to clean the machine by 50%
- Reduce the creation of hazardous waste by 50%
- Reduce valve maintenance
- Available in various multiple head configurations

Ideal Manufacturing & Sales Corp.
4607 Dovetail Drive • Madison, WI 53704
Toll Free: (800) 383-1128 • Local: (608) 241-1118
www.ideal-pak.com

All machines shown may be covered by one or more of the following patents: #5,505,233, #5,623,406, #6,148,677, & #6,595,250

Sizes
- 1/2 Pint
- Pails
- Pints
- Kegs
- Quarts
- Drums
- Gallons
- Totes